Tandem mass tags (TMT) are usually introduced at the levels of isolated proteins or peptides. Here, for the first time, we report the labeling of whole cells and a critical evaluation of its performance in comparison to conventional labeling approaches. The obtained results indicated that TMT protein labeling using intact cells is generally possible, if it is coupled to a subsequent enrichment using anti-TMT antibody. The quantitative results were similar to those obtained after labeling of isolated proteins and both were found to be slightly complementary to peptide labeling. Furthermore, when using NHS-based TMT, no specificity towards cell surface proteins was observed in the case of cell labeling. In summary, the conducted study revealed first evidence for the general possibility of TMT cell labeling and highlighted limitations of NHS-based labeling reagents. Future studies should therefore focus on the synthesis and investigation of membrane impermeable TMTs to increase specificity towards cell surface proteins.
Introduction
Over the last decades, proteome analysis has evolved into a powerful and widely used bioanalytical technique, which nowadays finds applications in many research fields. In particular, quantitative approaches have become very attractive tools to tackle various scientific questions. Such approaches include classical gel-based strategies, as well as mass spectrometry-based approaches in which quantification is conducted in a label-free or label-based manner. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] For the latter, quantification with isobaric tags relying on chemical labeling has become one of the methods of choice. 2, 7 Striking advantages of this quantification strategy are its multiplexing capacity, good reproducibility and high accuracy. The two most commonly used types of tags are the commercially available isobaric tags for relative and absolute quantification (iTRAQ) 8 and tandem mass tags (TMT). 9 Usually, these tags are incorporated via the reaction of primary amines of peptide N-termini and lysine residues with a reactive NHS-ester group of the tagging reagent. Whereas labeling reactions at the levels of isolated proteins or peptides derived from a proteolytic digestion are well established and applied to tackle various research questions, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] the introduction of tandem mass tags at the level of intact cells has not been reported yet, even though labeling of whole cells with amine-reactive reagents is widely used and described. In the context of gel-based proteome analysis, for example, Mayrhofer et al. performed labeling of intact cells with amine-reactive CyDye DIGE fluorophors enabling for a specific and more sensitive quantification of surface proteins. 18 In a further study, Niehage et al. perform labeling with sulfo-NHS-SS-biotin to study the surface proteome of multipotent mesenchymal stromal cells using LC-MS-based quantification. 19 Also in vivo, labeling of proteins using aminereactive tags has been described by Strassberger et al. 20 The potential benefits of tandem mass tagging of intact cells are obvious. In general, the introduction of an isobaric label as early as possible in the biochemical workflow would allow for combining samples prior to subsequent preparatory steps such as cell lysis, protein isolation, protein quantification and tryptic digestion. Since each of these steps represent potential sources of technical variations, 21 introducing a tag and combining samples at an early stage diminishes these variations. More importantly, direct labeling of cells with tandem mass tags furthermore could allow for a more selective quantitative analysis of cell surface proteins, if the labeling step is combined with an enrichment of labeled proteins using an immobilized anti-TMT antibody. Due to the possible mixing of samples prior to the enrichment step, technical variations during enrichment could be diminished and the isobaric tag could be used for both quantification and affinity purification. However, at first, the principal feasibility of potential TMT cell labeling needs to be elucidated.
In the reported study, we therefore conducted experiments in which tandem mass tags were introduced at the levels of intact cells, isolated proteins and tryptic peptides. The respective workflow of the study is shown in Fig. 1 These cell lines were already extensively investigated by us in a previous study, the purpose of which was to conduct a comparison of quantification based on isobaric tagging and label-free approaches.
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The followed study design allows a direct comparison of the labeling performance at various levels and furthermore elucidates the impact of the labeling level on proteomics results with respect to identification and quantification results as well as possible selectivity towards cell surface proteins in the case of cell labeling.
Experimental

Cell culture and labeling reactions
Human hepatoma cell lines (Sk-Hep-1, Hep3B and HepG2)
were cultured as described earlier. 11 Four replicates of each cell line were prepared. Confluent monolayers of approximately 5 × 10 6 cells were washed with PBS and cells were carefully detached with enzyme-free cell dissociation buffer (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Deutschland) and centrifuged for 5 min at 800g. In the case of cell labeling, the resulting cell pellet was re-suspended in 100 μL PBS and 24 μL TMT reagent solution (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Deutschland) (33.3 μg/μL in DMSO) was added. Following the labeling scheme shown in Table 1 , reagents with two different reporter ions were chosen for each cell line. Labeling reaction was carried out for 1 h at ambient temperature. Afterwards, hydroxylamine (10% w/v) was added to a final concentration of 0.5% and quenching reaction was performed for 15 min. Then, the cell pellet was washed three times with 500 μL PBS followed by centrifugation (2 min, 800g, 4 C). For cell lysis, 200 μL lysis buffer (7.5 M urea, 2 M thiourea, 0.1% SDS and 50 mM TEAB) was added to the pellet followed by sonication in an ultrasonic bath for 10 min on ice.
After centrifugation (5 min, 15000g, 4 C), the supernatant was collected and protein concentration was determined by Bradford assay (BioRad, Hercules, CA). After reduction and alkylation, the samples were subjected to in-gel digestion as described earlier. 11 The generated peptides were extracted and quantified by amino acid analysis. Equal amounts of the peptide extracts from six differentially labeled samples, corresponding to two replicates of each cell line per sample set, were combined.
Labeling at the stage of isolated proteins was conducted following a previously reported protocol. 11 Here, 100 μg of reduced and alkylated protein sample was used for labeling reaction. After in-gel digestion of the labeled samples, equal peptide amounts were combined according to the scheme shown in Table 1 .
Peptide labeling was also conducted following a reported protocol. 11 Here, 13 μg of tryptic peptides derived from in-gel digestion of reduced and alkylated protein samples were labeled using amine-reactive TMT reagent. Differentially labeled samples (1 μg of each condition) were mixed according the mixing scheme shown in Table 1 .
Immunoblotting
Equal protein amounts (10 μg) derived from labeled samples and an unlabeled control sample were separated by SDS-PAGE on a 4 -20% polyacrylamide gel (Criterion TGX, Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Subsequently, proteins were transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane (Trans-Blot Turbo, Bio-Rad) and membranes were blocked with StartingBlock TM (TBS) blocking buffer (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany) for 30 min at room temperature.
Primary anti-TMT antibody (Thermo Scientific, Bremen, Germany) was diluted (1:1000) in StartingBlock Table 1 . Two sample sets, each containing two differentially labeled replicates of a cell line, were analyzed by LC-MS/MS. Based on the acquired data, different stages of labeling were evaluated in a comparative manner. (TBS), the blot was scanned using LI-COR Odyssey scanner (LI-COR Bioscience, Lincoln, NE).
Enrichment of TMT-modified peptides
Immobilized anti-TMT antibody resin (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL) was used for the enrichment of TMTlabeled peptides following manufacturer's instruction. Here, 150 μL of resin was centrifuged (1.5 min, 5000g) and washed three times with 75 μL TBS. Samples containing approx. 30 μg of TMT-labeled peptides dissolved in 100 μL TBS were incubated for 2 h at ambient temperature with the antibody resin. Afterwards, the mixture was centrifuged (1.5 min, 5000g) and the supernatant containing unbound peptides was removed. The resin was washed three times with each 75 μL TBS and 75 μL H2O. Peptides were eluted twice with 75 μL elution buffer (50% acetonitrile, 0.4% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA)). The combined eluates were dried by vacuum centrifugation and resolved in 0.1% TFA. Peptide concentration was determined by amino acid analysis performed on an ACQUITY-UPLC with an AccQ Tag Ultra-UPLC column (Waters, Eschborn, Germany).
Liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry
LC-MS/MS analyses were conducted using an Ultimate 3000 RSLCnano system online coupled to an Orbitrap Elite instrument (both Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL). An amount of 309 ng peptides was used for each run. Peptides were preconcentrated with 0.1% TFA on a trap column (Acclaim ® PepMap 100, 75 μm × 2 cm, nano Viper, C18, 2 μm, 100 Å) at a flow rate of 7 μL/min for 10 min. Subsequently, peptides were transferred to the analytical column (Acclaim ® PepMap RSLC, 75 μm × 50 cm, nano Viper, C18, 2 μm, 100 Å) and separated at 60 C using a 90-min gradient from 5 to 40% solvent B at a flow rate of 300 nL/min (solvent A: 0.1% formic acid (FA), solvent B: 0.1% FA 84% acetonitrile). Mass spectrometric data were acquired in a data-dependent manner using a dual scan method. 22 Full scan MS spectra were acquired at a mass resolution of 60000 (mass range 350 -2000 m/z) in the Orbitrap analyzer. The 10 most abundant peptide ions of a full scan MS spectrum were chosen for fragmentation via collision-induced dissociation (CID) as well as higher energy collisional dissociation (HCD). CID scans were recorded in the ion trap HCD scans in the orbitrap analyzer. For both, isolation width was set to 2 m/z. Normalized collision energy (NCE) was set to 35% (CID) and 55% (HCD).
Data analysis
Protein identifications and quantifications were conducted using Proteome Discoverer TM software (Ver. 1.3, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL). Database searches were performed with Mascot (Ver. 2.3.0.2) (Matrix Science Ltd., London, UK) against human UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot database (release 2012_09, number of human sequences: 20309). Here, only CID spectra were used for identification. Mass tolerances were set to 5 ppm and 0.4 Da for precursor and fragment ions, respectively. Cleaving enzymes were chosen depending on the stage of labeling. For peptide labeling, trypsin was set as cleaving enzyme. For protein and cell labeling, ArgC was chosen to consider the hindered tryptic digestion efficiency at obstructed lysine residues. In each of the cases, one missed cleavage was allowed.
TMT 6-plex (K), TMT 6-plex (N-term) and oxidation (M) were considered as dynamic modifications.
Carbamidomethylation of cysteine residues was set as static one. Confidence of peptide identifications was estimated using percolator function, implemented in Proteome Discoverer TM . Peptide identifications with false discovery rates >1% (q-value >0.01) were discarded. Protein grouping option was disabled in all analyses. For the annotation of cellular localization, data were analyzed through the use of QIAGEN's Ingenuity ® Pathway Analysis (IPA ® , QIAGEN Redwood City, www.qiagen. com/ingenuity).
Results and Discussion
In the reported study, the possibility of introducing tandem mass tags for quantitative proteome analysis at the stage of intact cells was investigated. Apart from proving the general introduction of the tags, the impact on proteome coverage and quantification results was systematically elucidated in comparison to protein and peptide labeling using the three hepatoma cell lines HepG2, Hep3B and Sk-Hep-1 as biological model system. Of each cell line, four replicates were analyzed which were mixed in two sample sets according the labeling scheme shown in Table 1 .
Immunoblotting experiments
To collect first evidence for the successful introduction of tandem mass tags at the level of intact cells, immunoblotting experiments were conducted. Here, anti-TMT antibody was used to detect labeled proteins bearing TMT modifications. The results shown in Fig. 2A clearly demonstrate a successful labeling in both cases, namely at stages of isolated proteins (protein labeling) and whole cells (cell labeling). In contrast, the unlabeled control shows only weak signals necessarily derived from unspecific binding of the antibody.
Peptide identifications and labeling
After the abovementioned qualitative assessment of the labeling efficiency, mass spectrometric analyses were performed for further in-depth evaluation. Therefore, sample sets derived from peptide, protein and cell labeling reactions were analyzed using LC-MS/MS and the acquired data sets for different labeling approaches were evaluated in a comparative manner. At first, the total number of identified peptides as well as those bearing a TMT modification was considered (Fig. 2B) . As expected, peptide labeling shows both the highest number of identified peptides and the highest labeling efficiency displayed by the percentage of TMT-labeled peptides. The first observation can be explained by the fact that in the cases of protein and cell labeling, database searches were conducted with ArgC as cleaving enzyme to consider the hindered tryptic digestion efficiency at obstructed lysine residues. In contrast, for peptide labeling, tryptic cleavage at lysine and arginine was considered, which results in higher number of theoretical peptides and finally provides more peptide identifications. The second observation simply demonstrates the high efficiency of the NHS-ester-based labeling chemistry at the stage of isolated peptides, as 100% of the identified peptides were found to be modified with TMT. In contrast, the labeling reaction is not so efficient if isolated proteins or intact cells are used. In the case of protein labeling, around 40% of identified peptides were found to be successfully tagged. If cells were directly labeled, the rate of labeled peptides dramatically dropped to 10%, which represents the worst labeling efficiency among the three stages of labeling. Hence, the enrichment with an immobilized anti-TMT antibody was evaluated as a method to overcome the low labeling efficiency. By doing so, the amount of labeled peptides could be increased up to 50% for protein labeling and cell labeling. The remarkable impact of the enrichment step is furthermore illustrated as Venn diagrams in Fig. 2C showing the distribution of labeled peptides among all identifications. Here, one can clearly see that the relative amount of peptide labeled at the N-terminus (3 to 25%) as well as lysine residues (6 to 38%) dramatically increases after the enrichment step. Hence, enrichment seems to be indispensable in the cell labeling protocol.
Reproducibility and complementarity of protein identifications
With respect to the number of quantifiable proteins, namely proteins identified with at least one unique peptide bearing a TMT label, the same trend among the three labeling approaches as well as the same impact of enrichment of TMT-labeled peptides were observable (Fig. 3A) . Peptide labeling again provided the highest average amount of quantifiable proteins with around 80%. The remaining 20% of protein identifications were not suitable for quantification as these did not rely on unique peptides. Apart from that, an inspection of the numbers of quantifiable proteins revealed that peptide labeling provided at least two times more respective identifications as compared to the other labeling strategies. For protein and cell labeling, approximately 60% of the identified proteins were found to be quantifiable if an enrichment step was implemented. Without enrichment, a slight decrease in the case of protein labeling and a tremendous one in the case of cell labeling were observable with 45% and 15% quantifiable proteins, respectively. These results once more display the necessity of an enrichment of TMT-labeled peptides if the labeling reaction is conducted at cell level. Hence, in the following, only cell labeling implying an enrichment step will be further discussed.
Apart from evaluating the labeling efficiency and the average numbers of quantifiable proteins, the reproducibility of each method was assessed by comparing the respective protein identifications derived from the two analyzed sample sets (Fig. 3B) .
Here, peptide labeling outperforms the other strategies with 77% reproducibly identified proteins suitable for quantification, followed by cell labeling with 68% and protein labeling with 62%. To highlight potential complementarities, these proteins were furthermore compared along the three methods (Fig. 3C) . Irrespective of the applied labeling method, 219 quantifiable proteins were identified, corresponding to 28% of all reproducible identifications in the case of peptide labeling, 72% in the case of protein labeling and 62% in the case of cell labeling. Regarding its complementarity, peptide labeling was again found to be superior to protein and cell labeling with 476 proteins being exclusively quantifiable using this particular approach. Protein and cell labeling gave similar results with rather small complements, but nonetheless yielded 100 quantifiable proteins not covered in the peptide labeling approach. This shows that either the use of protein or cell labeling can increase the number of quantifiable proteins if applied in combination with conventional peptide labeling.
Quantitative performance of TMT cell labeling
The performance of a quantification method is not solely determined by the number of quantifiable proteins, but furthermore by criteria such as accuracy and reproducibility of the quantitative results. Thus, accuracy and reproducibility of the quantification achieved after cell labeling was assessed in accordance to respective analyses reported for peptide and protein labeling. 11 To determine the quantitative reproducibility of TMT cell labeling, linear regression analyses were conducted. Here, the correlations between protein ratios (relative to reporter ion 126 m/z, HepG2) obtained in the two independent sample sets were determined based on 352 quantified proteins (Fig. 4A) . A theoretical reproducibility of 100% would be indicated by a perfect linear correlation of the protein ratios with a slope of 1.0 and an y-intercept of 0.0, as indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 4A . For each reporter ion channel, linear fitting of the data with a fixed slope of 1.0 revealed good correlations between replicate analyses as indicated by correlation coefficients (R 2 ) ranging from 0.77 to 0.87. These values for cell labeling are in line with the data achieved for protein and peptide labeling. 11 The accuracy of quantification was determined by dividing the reported ion ratios 131/126 derived from the two sample sets. As the obtained values should be necessarily equal to 1.0, deviations are solely associated with variances during LC-MS/ MS analysis and sample preparation and can therefore indicate the level of accuracy one can achieve with the particular method. In Fig. 4B , a histogram of the log2-transformed values of 131/126 (Sample set 1) divided by 131/126 (Sample set 2) is shown. One can clearly observe a unimodal and narrow distribution around 0.0, which has also been shown for protein and peptide labeling. 11 The majority of the values is located in the range from -0.75 to 0.75, which means that log2 ratios within this range can be solely due to the inaccuracy of the method itself. Therefore, a threshold of at least 0.75 or -0.75 should be set in quantitative proteomics experiments applying a cell labeling approach.
As shown above and in a previous study, each labeling approach offers good reproducibility and accuracy. However, the collected data does not yet show whether or not the respective strategies reveal comparable quantification results. To finally approach this question, protein ratios obtained for the comparisons of the cell lines Hep3B and Sk-Hep-1 with the reference cell line HepG2 were evaluated and compared within the three methods. Again, this was done by linear regression analysis, but in this case only with the ratios of the 219 proteins quantified in each approach. As shown in Fig. 4C , ratios derived from cell labeling nicely correlate with the respective values obtained after protein labeling as indicated by average R 2 values of 0.85 and slopes of the regression lines of approximately 1.0. In contrast, the correlation with data from peptide labeling is less distinct with R 2 values ranging from 0.4 to 0.6. Furthermore, protein ratios achieved after cell labeling are about two times higher than the respective ratios determined by peptide labeling as indicated by slopes of the regression lines of approximately 0.5. This effect has already been observed by a direct comparison of peptide and protein labeling and indicates that for both, cell and protein labeling, the quantification results are not biased by ratio suppression, which is a common negative effect observed during TMT-based quantification at MS2 level. This compression is based on the co-elution and subsequent fragmentation of peptides within the isolation window of a given precursor. 23, 24 As in the case of peptide labeling, every tryptic peptide contains a TMT label, each co-eluting peptide also influences the reporter ion intensities. In turn, this effect is not pronounced to such an extent in samples containing fewer TMT-labeled peptides, i.e. samples derived after protein and cell labeling, as in these cases the co-eluting peptides are not necessarily labeled. Therefore, unintentional fragmentation of such ions does not per se influence the reporter ion signals.
Specificity of labeling with respect to cellular localization
As shown in the previous sections, the labeling of intact cells using amine-reactive TMT reagent is generally possible. The presented data indicate that both protein and cell labeling provide similar results according to either quantification and identification results. A final question that needs to be answered refers to the cellular localization of labeled proteins, as one can assume that direct labeling of intact cells could possibly lead to a more selective labeling of cell surface proteins, which could be utilized to selectively enrich these proteins via anti-TMT antibody for subsequent quantification via mass spectrometry. Hence, proteins reproducibly identified and quantified after particular labeling reactions were compared regarding their cellular localization as annotated by Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software (Fig. 5) . Here, no specificity of cell labeling regarding cell surface proteins could be observed, as the relative amount of plasma membrane proteins was only marginally increased in comparison to protein and peptide labeling. This observation indicates that using an amine-reactive tandem mass tag bearing an NHS-ester group, as used in this study, seems to be unsuitable for selective labeling, enrichment and subsequent quantification of cell surface proteins. The fact that all labeling approaches show the same distribution of labeled proteins among cellular localizations suggests a penetration of the cell membrane by the labeling reagent and an unspecific labeling of cellular proteins. A possibility to overcome this limitation could be the use of a labeling reagent with a polar sulfo-NHS group or pegylated spacers. Such chemical groups were found to successfully avoid penetration of the cell membrane by the tagging reagent. [25] [26] [27] [28] If for TMT a sulfo-NHS derivative would be available in the future, selective labeling of cell surface proteins with isotopically labeled tags could be envisaged, which would consequently allow for the enrichment of these proteins using anti-TMT antibody and to accurately quantify them afterwards by mass spectrometry in a multiplexed manner. In comparison to conventional subcellular fraction and subsequent TMT peptide or protein labeling, the direct labeling of cell surface proteins and mixing of samples prior to enrichment and following experimental steps, necessarily would diminish technical variation of the biochemical workflow.
Conclusions
In the presented study, the feasibilty of NHS-based aminereactive tandem mass tags for the labeling of intact cells was evaluated in comparison to the well-established labeling reactions at the levels of tryptic peptides and isolated proteins. Using immunoblotting, a successful introduction of tandem mass tags was confirmed. However, further mass spectrometric experiments revealed lower labeling efficiency in the case of cell labeling as compared to the labeling at the stages of isolated proteins and peptides. This limitation could be eliminated by an additional enrichment step using immobilized anti-TMT antibody, which increased the relative amount of labeled and therefore quantifiable proteins. Unfortunately, an annotation regarding cellular localization of the labeled proteins revealed no specificity of cell labeling towards cell surface proteins. Regarding the quantification results in terms of expression differences between the investigated hepatoma cell lines, cell labeling was found to provide results comparable to those obtained by the protein labeling. In particular, no ratio compression as generally observed in the case of peptide labeling was observed. Thus, in summary, the obtained results highlighted no direct advantages of cell labeling using aminereactive TMTs in comparison to conventional protein labeling. However, the presented data are of high importance as they directly highlight the limitations of cell labeling using NHSbased TMT reagent. Based on our data, we propose that the combination of cell labeling with an enrichment using anti-TMT antibody could represent a versatile method for selective quantification of cell surface proteins, if in future studies the synthesis and use of membrane impermeable TMTs (e.g. sulfo-NHS-based TMT) could be realized.
